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Content Summary 
 

1. Case Study – Save the Family – quick fix – Social Media/ Cyber Security  
  
Save the Family was matched with a cyber security expert to deal with a potentially 
damaging social media breach. The skill donor was able to respond to the charity within half 
an hour of the charity reaching out to Cheshire Connect and support the charity through the 
process. This match was achievable in a very timely manner through Cheshire Connect’s 
relationship with both the charity and the skill donor.  
  
2. Case Study – Jump Children’s Charity - Strategy and Governance  
  
This small charity had received funding for its first charity lead. The new charity lead 
approached Cheshire Connect for support, in the first instance, with governance, policies 
and procedures. She was matched with Dame Jo Williams who used her experience to build 
confidence and support the charity through strategy development.  
  
3. Case Study – Seashell Trust – Mentoring  
Cheshire Connect has worked with the Seashell Trust since 2016 providing mentoring for 
staff. Recently three skilled mentors have been placed with the Trust and are working 
through a 12- month programme of support with three members of staff. The Trust see the 
mentoring support as a vital element in supporting staff, retaining staff and improving their 
well-being.  
 
4. Case Study – Cheshire Clasp – Communications  
The charity was matched with Cellular Phoenix to re-design their web site and improve 
functionality and communications with their users. The outcome was that the charity had a 
professionally built web-site, received training to maintain the web site and build content, 
were able to use integrated dynamics on their social media platforms and could 
communicate more effectively with their users.  
  
5. Case Study – Survive Abuse – Accountancy skills  
The turn-over of this small, volunteer-led charity exceeded £25k and there was a need to 
have their annual accounts independently verified. The charity was matched with John 
Garrett, an accountant and regular skill donor with Cheshire Connect. After working with 
John, the charity was confident that their accounts were compliant, legal and verified and 
that their time could be spent working with their clients.  
  
6. Case Study – Alsager Community Support – Mentoring  
The acting charity lead was struggling with her new role and the large increase in the 
number of clients relying on the charity. She was matched with a bigger charity CEO who 
helped her with prioritising workload, funding bids, governance and general support. The 
acting charity lead has grown in confidence and is much better able to run the charity and 
its large number of volunteers.  
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7. Case Study – The Bren Project – Governance  
The Bren Project were looking for a new trustee with HR skills. Louise, from Ecolab was 
introduced to the charity and was subsequently appointed to the board. The charity now 
has filled an identified skills gap in their Board and are benefitting from having expert HR 
advice plus links into the business community.  
  
8. Case Study – Platform for Life - Communications   
The charity was looking to raise its profile and showcase its work through film and was 
introduced to That Video Strategy Company. The company story-boarded the work of the 
charity and produced various film clips. The outcome is that the charity now has more 
resources to showcase its work to attract more users and make funding bids more robust. 
The footage forms a key part of their new communications strategy.  
  
9. Case Study – Cycling Projects – Finance  
The charity looked for support to undertake a financial review of its activities and was 
matched with AGP Accountants who carried out a financial review and made 
recommendations for the financial management of the charity. Following this, the charity 
appointed an interim, part-time finance manager and introduced mentoring programmes 
for the staff to improve their financial management.  
 
10.  Case Study – Platform for Life – Marketing 
The charity looked for support to assist in the photography, event recording and marketing 
opportunities surrounding a visit from a local MP. Two skill donors were appointed to 
support the event, one being photography and another being a press specialist. Following 
this event, the charity photos and press releases were found in news outlets across the 
North West. 
 
11. Case Study – Fallen Angels Dance Theatre – HR Support 
The charity needed support in producing and effective Handbook for staff following a period 
of rapid expansion. 
 
12. Case Study – Creating Adventures – HR Support 
The charity had recently been able to source a young person from the governments Kick 
Start Programme. The needed support to ensure the Contracts of Employment were robust 
and reflected the needs of the programme and the charity. 
 
13. Case Study – Home Start Warrington – Various 
The charity has gone through some changes in leadership and has not met face to face for 
over two years. Support was needed around the facilitation of a leadership and Trustee 
awayday. 
 
14. Stick ‘n’ Step - Facilitation 
The charity wanted to address several strategic discussions that would develop the service 
delivery. They needed an experienced facilitator for support their Away Day. 
 
 
15. Visyon 
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The charity wanted to update its strategy and needed professional facilitation to work with 
its staff and Trustees. 
 
16. Cheshire Buddy Scheme 
The charity had a number of challenges with maintaining a minibus that was donated to 
them. With the ownership of a vehicle being new to them, they needed support over a 
longer period to ensure the minibus was a valuable part of the charity offer when 
supporting service delivery. 
 
17. Smile Group 
The charity CEO needed some support and mentoring to develop her business acumen. The 
charity contacted Cheshire Connect to see if we could provide a mentor that understood 
some of the issues she was facing. 
 
18. The Joshua Tree 
The charity needed some help with a marketing and communications strategy. Due to some 
changes in the Charity over the past three years, it was time to review the strategy. 
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1. Save the Family – Cyber Security  

  
Save the Family is a charity just outside of Chester, that provides accommodation and support 
to vulnerable homeless families. In a custom-built rural community, they keep homeless 
families together while they tackle the ‘underlying’ causes of their homelessness. This could 
be anything from escaping a domestic abuse situation or because of substances abuse and 
many other causes. There may also be other professional bodies who have a vested interest, 
such as social services who will work in partnership with the charity to support their 
beneficiaries.  
  
Why?  
  
Cheshire Connect were contacted by the charity as they felt the actions of an ex- resident had 
compromised the charity through the use of social media and the charity felt they and the 
current residents were vulnerable to the unknown. The charity felt they urgently needed 
guidance on how to manage the situation as this was an unfamiliar situation.  
  
Cheshire Connect were able to introduce the charity to a social media and cyber expert in this 
area to help advise as to what they needed to do to mitigate any risk involved and protect its 
residents.  
  
Who?  
  
‘We have had a relationship with Cheshire Connect for a few years, but over the last 2 years 
that relationship has become extremely important.  
  
As a small charity we don’t have the capacity in funding to have Marketing Professionals and 
Cyber Professionals on our staff.  
  
We had a particular challenge with regards to an online blog that could possibly put the 
vulnerable people we support at risk. Unsure of how to deal with it safely, I called Cheshire 
Connect, detailing the issue and they had any skill donors that could possibly give me some 
advice. Within 30mins of the phone call, the business connector had spoken to an amazing 
lady, who was actually on a walking trip up a mountain and was prepared to speak with me 
straight away. Within 1hr, I had all of the information needed and was signposted to an 
external agency who acts as an intermediary between Social Media Channels and Charities. 
Having that expertise on hand to call on, even if it is just a quick call of reassurance is 
invaluable to charities that work on limited budgets and skeleton staffing’.  
  
  
Dee Tuttle - PR & Communications Officer – Save the Family  
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Impact  
  
Had the charity not had the strong relationship with Cheshire Connect and reached out in a 
time of uncertainty, who knows what the outcome may have been had the charity not been 
advised or sign posted to the correct authorities who are experts in this area. This reassurance 
and confidence in Cheshire Connects support proved to be invaluable to the charity in the 
moment of urgency.  
 
Skill Donor         
  
‘When asked if I could help my mind automatically went into overdrive. With the online world 
it doesn’t just stop there. There is so much to consider and of course the ripple effect is Hugh.  
After listening to what Dee was concerned about, I quickly gave some safeguarding measures 
that could be implemented straight away.  With others that could be followed up and 
supported over time   
Dee was very responsive to this and appreciated the support and guidance I was able to give’   
  
Liz Stanton – Senior Manager and Protection Advisor at ‘Get Safe Online’ 
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2. Jump – Strategy and Governance 
 

'As a small charity with just one paid member of staff, we are extremely grateful to Cheshire 
Connect for their support and guidance. The introduction to Dame Jo Williams was an exciting 
prospect for us and we are very excited to see where it goes. Jo is extremely 
knowledgeable and has already brought some fantastic ideas and opened discussions within 
our Trustee board. Thank you for the introduction and for your continued support.'  
Harriet Pratt – Charity Leader  
  
Who?  
JUMP provides professional photography services for children with life limiting health 
conditions to enable them to capture special memories with their families and friends. They 
run a programme of face to face and digital social events where the supported families can 
come together for activities, entertainment, information and to access the photography and 
other range of support services.  
  
Why?  
Since their registration as a charity in 2004, JUMP had managed the charity solely with the 
help of their Board of Trustees.  However, the Trustees realised that they needed a charity 
leader to provide a focus and develop the growth of the charity, as the number of referrals 
was increasing. JUMP have calculated that they receive 75% of their referrals from:   

1. Alder Hey Children’s Hospital in Liverpool    
2. Claire House Children’s Charity     

Funding was secured from the Steve Morgan Foundation and Cheshire Community 
Foundation for a charity lead and Harriet became their first employee. Earlier in 2021 Harriet 
contacted Cheshire Connect to request support in several areas, the priority being 
Governance, Policies and Procedures.  
  
Impact  
JUMP have been matched with Dame Jo Williams, who will provide the charity with direction 
for their future strategy and is willing to support JUMP to work more collaboratively with 
Alder Hey Children’s Hospital and other organisations who send referrals to JUMP. Support 
with governance, policies and procedures has built confidence within the charity with regards 
to compliance.  
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3. The Seashell Trust - Mentoring 
 
“The mentors that Cheshire Connect have provided over our long relationship have been an 
invaluable service to the charity and especially our staff who benefit and develop. I want to 
personally thank Cheshire Connect.”  
  
Maria McGrath, Senior Learning and Development Business Partner, Seashell Trust  
  
Who?  
The charity provides high quality specialist care and education, including physical training to 
children and young adults with one or more form of complex communication and learning 
difficulties, which means, that they require special provision.  
 
Why?  
Cheshire Connect and Seashell Trust have been working together since 2016. They 
understand how important it is for staff to feel valued and mentoring is high on their priority 
list.  Cheshire Connect have provided many individuals to help their staff, at various levels of 
responsibility within the organisation. Since May 2021 we have secured the support of three 
skilled mentors, and this is ongoing.  
 
Impact  
The benefits of mentoring can be difficult to measure as the matches are confidential. 
However, it’s important to keep in touch with the mentor/charity to ensure that the process 
is working for all parties. Each match is unique and normally takes place with monthly 
meetings over a six-to-twelve-month period. Feedback has always been positive and is 
testimony to the quality of our skill donors, which means the charity always ask for our 
support, in this field.  
 
Skill Donors  
“I have been mentoring with the Seashell trust for a few months now. It has been a challenging 
time for the charity, and this has had a natural knock-on effect with my mentee. Working with 
my mentee is amazing, and a joy to chat to. We have great rapport, and both gained from the 
relationship. The shift from feeling a bit stuck and lost and lacking in confidence to building a 
new team with a revived passion and self-belief for the role is brilliant to see.”  
Julie Linforth.  

  
Other recent mentors - Kat Reid and Lorraine Harvey  
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4. CLASP – Communications 

  
“The Cheshire Connect skill donor helped to ensure we received the specialist digital support 
necessary to get our website back up and running. We feel fortunate to have the opportunity 
to access skill donor support through Cheshire Connect and are grateful for Cellular 
Phoenix’s generosity. It saves us a lot of time and enables us to conserve our funds.  Plus, we 
also gain peace of mind knowing we can call for support, for a range of skills, in the 
future.”        
Sue Chapman, South Cheshire CLASP  

   
Who?   
Charity: South Cheshire CLASP support and enable lone parent families to be resilient, to 
flourish and to be happy.  
Especially during the pandemic, the social impacts for lone parent families had increased the 
issues of poverty and social isolation leading to mental and physical health problems.   
The charity’s objectives are to support lone parents to cope with family 
breakdown/bereavement and/or their situation; improved family relationships; resulting in 
better self-confidence/self-esteem and emotional wellbeing.  
Skill donor:  Phoenix Cellular are a Queen’s Award-winning sustainable export business, 
based in Crewe, providing telecommunications products at affordable price via recycled 
mobile devices.  
   
Why?  
The charity's current website was outdated and was not functioning properly. Additionally, 
some of the charity's services had changed, and the website needed bringing up to date.   
Also, one of the most important issues was the interactive parts of the site were not 
working, such as the donations page. A new website would better inform people (including 
prospective service users) of what CLASP offer, and they hoped it would also increase its 
income from donations.  
  
Impact 
The new website has improved communication with the charity’s service users and is now a 
fully functioning and up to date website, with user friendly 'Donations' facility. Including 
integrated dynamics with social media platforms and diagnostic data analysis. Plus, the skill 
donor has offered to host the website and provide content management software training, 
to enable the charity to manage and maintain the website content, to ensure it is always up 
to date and relevant. Thereby upskilling the charity personnel and saving on going costs.  
  
Skill Donor  
“I have enjoyed helping Cheshire CLASP, our business has set CSR objectives to offer support 
to local good causes and we enjoy the partnership approach with Cheshire Connect. The 
local business connector, Dianne Parrish, keeps in touch and helps us to ensure the skills 
match is progressed to completion.”     
Marc Walters, MD Phoenix Cellular   
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5. Survive – Financial and Accountancy 
  
“I am always so grateful for the service and support from Cheshire Connect. Over the years 
we have been introduced to a series of fabulous skill donors. All the skill donors have been 
experts in their field, they know their stuff and evidently on top of the game; we feel 
privileged they offer to share their skills for a small charity like ours. The support we received 
from John has been another perfect match and we were able to swiftly hand over our 
documents, without stress or fuss, so we can keep our focus on delivering our services 
knowing we have an expert helping to ensure our accounts are in good order.”    
Peter Buckingham, Chair Survive Abuse   

   
Who?   
Charity:   Survive Abuse registered charity are locally recognised for their niche expertise in 
helping adults suffering recurring difficulties due to childhood abuse, incest and 
psychological or physical trauma. The charity often receives referrals from the police, 
primary and secondary NHS, social services, probation services and other organisations. 
However, there is no funding provided and the charity relies on the continued goodwill of 
their dedicated team of volunteers.   
NB: The charity is managed by the therapeutic skilled volunteers.  
 
Skill donor:  John Garrett is a chartered accountant and business accountant at Bentley 
Motors. John has registered his skill donor support as an individual and has become a 
regular and reliable skill donor, known for his professionalism, knowledge, and personable 
nature. The charity representatives enjoy John’s relaxed and non-jargon style and ‘can do’ 
approach.   
  
Why?   
The Survive charity had exceeded £25,000 turnover and therefore the annual accounts 
needed to be verified by an independent examiner, in preparation for submission to the 
Charity Commission. This might seem a straightforward process to other types of 
organisations but for the volunteer managed niche service charity, they didn’t know who to 
contact or how much of their precious funds would need to be spent on buying in the right 
professional expertise. However, with the long-standing relationship with their local 
Business Connector at Cheshire Connect, the charity knew they would find help.   
  
Impact 
The Business Connector facilitated an introduction to chartered accountant skill donor, John 
Garrett.   John effectively and efficiently provided his skills and support, which enabled the 
charity to complete their submission on time. The impacts of this service provided the 
charity management with peace of mind their accounts were professional verified, duly 
compliant and within the legally required guidelines. Additionally, this process saved not 
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only the costs of buying in professional services but also saved time so the Survive Charity 
could focus on managing their clients’ needs and keeping the waiting lists to a 
minimum.  Often clients’ have reached a crisis point and the Survive charity’s therapeutic 
interventions help to guide distressed individuals away from potentially suicidal thoughts.  
   
Skill Donor  
“I have been offering my support for Cheshire Connect over a number of years now and is a 
good match with my values and desire to help the local community. I have a full-time job and 
the skill donor concept fits nicely into the rhythm of my work, as I can choose to take on a 
skill request at times when it’s convenient. I find it a very rewarding experience to meet the 
leaders of our local smaller charities. I hear first-hand the details of their amazing work, 
which is often under most people’s radar, but nevertheless, in the case of Survive Charity, 
their work is helping save lives and supporting people suffering complex situations.”    
John Garrett, Chartered Accountant  
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6. Alsager Community Support  
 
“I was feeling unsure, isolated and under immense pressure, my manager was off ill, and I 
didn’t know how to best cope with the pressure of keeping our vital community services 
running efficiently, without my manager’s support.  I was so very relieved to receive the 
introduction to a charity-to-charity skill donor, Charles Maines. I don’t know what I would 
have done without the prompt support from the Cheshire Connect Business Connector.   
I would not have thought of approaching another charity CEO and yet, it has been an 
enlightening experience; I now have new ideas to manage and prioritise my workload. I also 
have an opportunity to better understand how other charities operate and manage our 
common challenges.  Charles has been very generous with his time and helped me to gain a 
fresh perspective and as a result I feel empowered and less isolated in my role.”        
Rachel White, Alsager Community Support  

 
Who?   
Charity: Rachel White, Alsager Community Support provide a free, local and confidential 
service for people in any kind of need in Alsager, Scholar Green, Rode Heath, Church Lawton 
and surrounding areas. It is almost entirely run and managed by about 200 volunteers.  
 
Skill donor:  Charles Maines, CEO at The Wishing Well.   
Charles has experience of working within the local authority as a funding commissioner and 
achieved great success in the third sector, in his current position of CEO for The Wishing 
Well, which is a large award-winning charity providing community support hubs across 
Crewe and South Cheshire.  
  
Why?  
The Alsager Community Support charity is supporting people in the community suffering 
financial hardship, poverty, and social isolation. During the pandemic there has been an 
increase in people needing to access support and, in some cases, benefits for the first time 
in their lives. There is an increase of people without the technology or the necessary skills or 
know-how to operate IT computer/laptop/smartphone, which are now essential to access 
DWP support.    
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It is imperative the ‘key person’ within the charity, has the necessary support to enable 
them to maintain continuity and develop relevant and timely services to meet the increased 
needs of the community. 
 
Impact 
The Alsager Community Support centre is thriving through this new wave of the pandemic 
and is maintaining regular activities in and outside the centre.  
Their services include IT assistance at the centre with IT; debt support and distribution of 
Christmas gifts to 213 children and young teens in and around Alsager through our centre’s 
annual Toy Appeal in 2021.   
  

Skill Donor  
“I have often considered helping to support our fellow local, smaller charities. We have 
developed our services at The Wishing Well over many years, with the help and support of 
skill donors, and this was an opportunity to pay-back and help share my experiences. I have 
over time developed a tool kit of stress management techniques and strategies. It has been a 
rewarding experience to see the transformation of Rachel’s confidence and general 
wellbeing over the short period of time we’ve been working together as mentor and mentee. 
I would highly recommend becoming a skill donor, it has great benefits for both the skill 
donor and recipient.”   
Charles Maines, CEO, The Wishing Well 
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7. The Bren Project – Governance 
 

Who?  
The Bren Project is a small, independent charity offering people with learning disabilities and 
autism the opportunity to experience supported, bespoke work placements in Chester and 
the surrounding area.  
  
Why?  
The charity manager, Andrew Ashford contacted Cheshire Connect as they were looking for a 
new trustee to join their board who could bring strong HR skills and knowledge.  
   
‘I'm absolutely delighted to welcome someone of the calibre of Louise to our board of 
Trustees -we are extremely grateful to Cheshire Connect for making the connection for us. 
Louise will add considerable expertise and experience to our charity and we are really 
delighted to welcome her aboard.’  
Andrew Ashford – Charity Manager – The Bren Project  

  
Skill Donor   
‘Whilst I am still relatively new to the trustee team of the Bren Project, the openness and 
inclusion from Andrew and all of the trustees has been incredible. As a complete novice in 
this area, they have been supportive and happy to share their knowledge as well as regularly 
checking to see if I’m understanding.   
  
I have been incredibly fortunate to be paired with a charity that is close to my heart, and 
with such lovely and passionate people’.   
Louise Gabe – HR Business Partner - Ecolab  

  
Impact  
The skills gap on the board of trustees has been filled and the board now have a more robust 
expertise covering a broader spectrum.   
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8. Platform for Life - Communications 
 
Who? 
Platform for Life are a mental health charity who are based in Chester and was founded in 
2017. They are a small volunteer counselling service who help young families experiencing 
multiple challenges, such as homelessness, debt and parenting difficulties.  They recognise 
that poor mental health was preventing these families from overcoming their challenges and 
that the cycle of poor mental health was often being passed down from one generation to 
the next.  
  
Why?   
Ceri George, CEO of the charity approached Cheshire Connect as the charity were looking to 
raise their profile and showcase the amazing works they do in the community through film.   
Cheshire Connect introduced Platform for Life to Ashley Povall, skill donor from That Video 
Strategy Company..  
   
“Cheshire Connect has been so helpful in connecting us with professionals who can support us 
with expertise that we don't have within the charity. We’re very keen to build our external 
profile and wanted to produce a short promotion video about the charity. Being connected 
with professional film maker Ash Povall who offered to make the video at no cost, has been 
amazing. Ash spent 2 days with us in October filming our service and interviewing team 
members. The finished result is great and I have no doubt it will really help us elevate our 
charity and the support we provide to low income families in Blacon and Lache.”  
Ceri George – CEO   

   
Skill Donor         
"Working through Cheshire Connect was fantastic, I was paired with an amazing mental 
health charity that was trying to change the way mental health services are provided. A great 
way to get that good karma feel and give something back."  
Ashley Povall – That Video Strategy Company.  

  
Impact  
The film footage that Ashley has taken can now be used for a number of projects and social 
media outlets to raise awareness about the charity and their brand in the community. This 
will also support their funding applications which brings the work they do to life. Had Ash not 
supported the charity in this way with his skills, the charity simply would not have been able 
to afford such business skills to showcase the charity in this way.  
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9. Cycling Projects - Finance 
 
"It is great to have Cheshire Connect there to provide support to the Charity, and Stuart's 
independent view helped us to quickly find the best solution"  
Liz Oldfield Trustee – Cycling Projects  

  
Who?  
Cycling Projects is a national cycling charity which promotes inclusive cycling through a 
range of successful community engagement programmes that give people the opportunity 
to cycle on a regular basis (regardless of ability), through help, support, and guidance. This is 
all achieved through its two nationally acclaimed initiatives Wheels for All and Pedal Away.  
 
Why?  
Cheshire Connect have had a good working relationship with Cycling Projects since 2018 and 
have previously provided Trustees to the charity. Early in 2021, with some staff and trustees 
approaching retirement, the charity recognised the opportunity to undertake a review of their 
finance organisational structure and processes.  
  
Impact  
They were looking for a fresh pair of eyes and Stuart Cunningham from AGP Accountants gave 
them insights and recommendations that were very useful in providing an independent view 
of their needs and looking at the possible ways forward. The advice provided, led to the 
charity appointing an interim Finance Manager on a part-time basis. This has proved very 
successful and has enabled mentoring programmes for the existing staff alongside process 
improvements.  
 
Skill Donor   
“I was so pleased to have been a support to Cycling Projects and trust they continue to 
prosper”.  
Stuart Cunningham Accountant - AGP  

 

https://cycling.org.uk/wheels-for-all
https://cycling.org.uk/pedal-away
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10. Platform for Life 
 
Who? 
Platform for Life are a mental health charity who are based in Chester and was founded in 
2017. They are a small volunteer counselling service who help young families experiencing 
multiple challenges, such as homelessness, debt and parenting difficulties.  They recognise 
that poor mental health was preventing these families from overcoming their challenges and 
that the cycle of poor mental health was often being passed down from one generation to 
the next.  
  
Why?   
The CEO of the charity, Ceri George, had been offered the opportunity to meet one of 

Chester’s local MP’s Chris Matheson who was due to attend Blacon High school with a view 

to help raise awareness about mental health in young people. Ceri approached Cheshire 

Connect to request if a professional photographer would be willing to take images for social 

media purposes and someone who could help to write an article to support the images and 

their quest that the decline in mental health in young people is on the incline.  

Skill Donors         
Aneta Gruzfeld – Photographer for Sykes Cottages                                              

‘I volunteered to support a local metal health charity Platform for Life with a photography 

event where the local MP for the area was going to be present at Blacon High school. 

The charity only had a small window of opportunity to take some professional pictures to 

support their quest in raising awareness in mental health in young people and they had been 

let down last minute, so I was just delighted to step in and help out. I believe it is so important 

and I thoroughly enjoyed meeting all involved on the day and the feeling I have impacted in 

some way.’ 

Hems De Winter – Hems De Winter Consulting                                           

‘I had previously spent some time providing one of CEO Ceri’s assistants with some preliminary 

training on how to create and submit press releases and other content as one of the way of 

raising awareness and promoting the interests of Plartform for Life and its activities and 

achievements. 

We were hoping to build on this and organise follow-up sessions, with someone to one work 

on actual articles.  However, the individual left the organisation leaving something of a skills 

vacuum as regards media/marketing. 

Ceri contacted me more recently and asked me to look at some information she had prepared 

around a school-based initiative involving the local MP.  

This was a particularly newsworthy event and I offered to take that raw information and use 

my experience in journalism to create a properly structured news release which was 

subsequently submitted to various news outlets.’ 
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Impact  
The impact and quality of the images taken by Aneta and the written text for publication has 

had a huge impact on the charity and now allows them to use the photographs for social 

media purposes and other marketing activity to raise awareness of the amazing support they 

provide to the families in the local community struggling with mental health. 

 
“Having arranged for Chris Matheson MP to meet us at a school we work in, Cheshire Connect 

very kindly connected us with Aneta Gruszfeld from Sykes Cottages to photograph the visit. 

Having professional photos and copy from another Cheshire Connect introduced connection 

Hems Dewinter, made all the difference as the visit was featured in Chester Standard and 

Wirral Life. We can’t thank Cheshire Connect enough for their support of Platform for Life and 

the great introductions they have made for us.” 

Ceri George – CEO Platform for Life 
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11. Fallen Angels Dance Theatre 
 
Who? 
Fallen Angels Dance Theatre are a charity founded to provide high-quality dance theatre 

experiences for people in recovery from addiction where they are accepted, valued, and 

realise their potential. 

  
Why?   
The Executive Director, Claire Morris, contacted Cheshire Connect as they were in need of 

some HR expertise to support the creation of a staff handbook now that the charity had gone 

through a period of growth and had appointed new staff/volunteer members. 

‘Fallen Angels Dance Theatre is a small developing charity, as such we were starting our HR 

systems and procedures and their was an urgency to develop a staff handbook. We were 

delighted to be partnered with Aaron at Ecolab, his expertise has been invaluable. He brought 

together all our policies and procedures together in one place as a staff handbook. This is 

something we simply wouldn't have completed so quickly with out his support. Thank you 

Ecolab and Cheshire Connect!’ 

Claire Morris – Executive Director  

Skill Donor         
‘Claire and the team are providing such a wonderful, talented, and creative outlet for 

expression - not just to members of the theatre but also to their wider local community. It has 

been a privilege to assist FADT and support them as their impact and reach grows further. 

The true measure of our society is not the price of what we produce but the value that we 

create for each other – and in this respect we need to encourage, support, and develop 

initiatives such as FADT to help make us all stronger.’ 

Aaron Bohan – HR Business Partner Ireland - Ecolab 

  
Impact  
The charity now has a reliable and up to date staff handbook that can be referred to when 

considering their procedures and policies for staffing/volunteer matters of a HR nature. 
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12. Creating Adventures - HR 
 
Who? 
Creating Adventures was created to bring laughter, stimulation, and personal fulfilment to 

the lives of adults aged 18 plus with Autism and Learning Disabilities. This is achieved through 

the provision of activities to act as a source of therapy but also offering the adults the 

opportunity to socialise, develop communication skills and learn new skills for possible 

employment. 

  
Why?   
During 2021 Cheshire Connect signposted the charity to the Steve Morgan Foundation to try 

and secure funding for a full time Community Development Officer and they were successful. 

Alongside this the charity applied to the Governments Kickstart Programme and were 

delighted to be granted a young person from the scheme. Cheshire Connect were asked to 

support with finding a skill donor who could help them with Contracts of Employment to 

ensure that they were being compliant. 

Skill Donors         
Belinda Lewis – Head of HR for Assura plc.  

Impact  
The charity has been provided with editable templates for each Contract of Employment and 

once completed the skill donor will complete a check to ensure that the correct terminology 

has been used within the documents. The impact is a massive financial saving to the charity 

along with the knowledge and confidence that the contracts are compliant. 
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13. Home-Start Warrington - Facilitation 
Who? 
Home-Start Warrington supports families with at least one child under the age of five in the 

Warrington area. They recruit and train volunteers, who are parents themselves, to help the 

family in their own home. 

Why?   
During the Covid pandemic, the Home-Start management team, trustees, and senior 

volunteers continued to meet virtually. However, their CEO felt it would be a good time to 

arrange a face to face ‘away day’ for everyone to meet and agree a plan for the next 12 

months. Cheshire Connect was contacted for support in placing a facilitator to help plan the 

day and a date was set for 5 February 2022. Jill Maher, the Business Connector for Warrington, 

attended the day and during the discussions, it was clear that several different skills were 

needed in the short term to enable the charity to start developing it’s 12-month plan. This 

enables the charity to take its first steps on the Transform Programme. 

• Facilitator Planning Day - Malcolm Gilmore 

• Social Media Training LinkedIn – Rebecca Bate 

• Professional Speaker Perinatal Care – Elaine Hanzak 

• IT Hardware – Rotary Northwich 

• Photographer Images for Website – Duncan Cowley 

Skill Donors         
“It's been my pleasure to support the Home-Start Team, I really enjoyed working with them 

all these past few weeks and I can't wait to see all their LinkedIn posts”.  

Rebecca Bate – Social Media Executive 

Impact  
Having all the skill donors in place shortly after the planning day meant that training, 

development skills and updated information gave the Team confidence to move forward 

towards inclusion in the Transform Programme. 

"As someone who has been on LinkedIn for some time but never used it, I felt that Becs training 

was excellent and really pitched at the right level. She was very enthusiastic and passionate 

about what she does and had proven results and evidence to show how her training works. I 

would highly recommend Becs and thank her very much for the training."  

Ellie Harrison CEO. 
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14. Stick ‘n’ Step – Strategy Facilitation 

 
Who? 
Children who attend Stick 'n' Step all have cerebral palsy and other related motor disorders. 

They come from across the North-West of England and North Wales to access the free 

conductive education sessions. Conductive Education (CE) is based on the premise that 

people with motor disorders learn best when teaching is tailored to their specific strengths 

and needs. 

Why?   
Each year the CEO brings together the staff and trustees for an ‘away day’ to plan for their 

next development stage. Cheshire Connect were contacted to help find a facilitator and 

suitable venue for the event and a date was set for 8 March 2022. 

• Facilitator – Malcolm Gilmore 

• Venue – Youth Fed 
 

Skill Donors         
“This is the second time I have facilitated a planning/strategy day for Amy at Stick ‘n’ Step, 
and I’m pleased that it was so well received”.  
Malcolm Gilmore. 
 

Impact  
Having an experienced facilitator enabled the charity to have important discussions to plan 

for the next phase of strategy and development. When implemented the strategy will enable 

the charity to help more families and will maximise the impact their services have on families 

in the region. 
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15. Visyon – Strategy Facilitation 

 
Who? 
Charity:  
Theresa Pass, CEO - Visyon Charity specialise in supporting mental well-being of young people 
and their families in Cheshire East. 
Skill donor:   
Stuart Carthy - Experienced strategist and Trustee Board facilitator 
 
Why?   
The CEO and Visyon Board of Trustees had recognised the need to update/refresh their 
strategy.  There were a number of drivers for this: 
 

• The existing strategy was getting close to three years old, so it was simply time for a 
re-assessment 

• Demand for their services (in part because of Covid-19) but also greater awareness 
of mental wellbeing issues was higher than ever 

• There were several changes happening in the way their services are commissioned 

• The charity has grown (in terms revenue and staff) to a point where it needs to ask 
some key questions about its future direction, infrastructure. 

 

Skill Donors         
“Working with the charity leaders helped them develop a strategy and plan that they 

felt strong ownership of and helped to make them more self-sufficient to repeat a 

similar exercise in 2022 (helped by some important continuity of staff) 

They still recognise the value-add from an independent external voice but are driving 

the process themselves much more this time. 

My ‘skill’ was not knowing the answers to their questions or being an expert in their 
field but instead bringing process experience and facilitation skills (a well as an 
ability to distil lots of views and ideas into a simple set of themes).”   
Stuart Carthy  
 

Impact  
The CEO, Theresa, shaped an overall strategy development process from this, and 
she and the skill donor are now working with the charity leadership team to plan and add 
detail.  It is expected to run as an important planning activity over the next six months, with 
a plan to deliver a new 3-year strategy for Visyon by Q4 2022. 
 

Additional Information 
The strategic skill donor, Stuart, first worked with Visyon in Q1 2019.  Their requirement was 
for support to develop their 3-year strategy.  They needed someone with strategy 
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development experience to work with the CEO and her team to develop a strategy for the 
charity.  They did not want an opinion on what their strategy should be, more a process by 
which they developed it with facilitation support.   
 
The skill donor provided a structure research and analysis process, which included a one 
hour ‘structured interview’ with 20 stakeholders – all 7 Trustees and 13 staff and 
volunteers.  Plus, supervised discussion session with a group of service users (children) and a 
couple of their Youth Ambassadors.  The feedback was collated to the skill donor selected 
the key strategic themes and presented this to the Trustees in April 2019. 
 
There was a lot of commonalities from this and a strong sense of the themes for a 
strategy.  The themes pointed more towards an ‘operating strategy’ (how we work) than a 
‘business strategy’ (what we do and who for).  This felt right for them for the point the 
charity was in its development/evolution. 
 
The next step, the skill donor worked closely with the CEO Theresa and her team to develop 
a ‘Target Operating Model’ for Visyon.  This captured their four main strategic themes in a 
simple, pictorial form.  This was presented back to the Trustees (and agreed) in September 
2019.  Therefore, the Stuart’s contribution had lasted 6-7 months.  One of the main benefits 
of the way Stuart and Visyon worked was the leadership team had participated a great deal 
in the process and felt ownership of the final deliverables.  Few had been through as 
structured a process before. 
 
Theresa and her management team used the outputs to drive their operational planning 
process towards the end of 2019. The strategic themes remained valid and influenced their 
planning and prioritisation activities. 
 
  

 

 

“Stuart, the skill donor, offers independent insight and can challenge our leadership team in 
a safe environment, helping us to address what may otherwise be difficult questions.  Stuart 
is also able to view the discussions from an outside perspective and offer observations that 
are often missed when you are embroiled in the discussion.”     
Theresa Pass CEO Visyon  
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16. Central Cheshire Buddies  – Resource Support 
 
Who? 
Charity: Central Cheshire Buddy Scheme (CCBS) aka Cheshire Buddies, provide activities and 

support for children and young people with disabilities, their families and siblings through 

activity clubs, holiday clubs and residential breaks. The charity creates friendship 

opportunities for disabled young people who would normally not have the opportunity to 

meet friends outside school hours. Plus, free advice service offering information and 

support for parents and carers of a disabled child.  

Skill donor:  Cheshire Buddies was matched with Kindertons Accident Management, a local 

Crewe business with over 500 employees. The founder CEO at the time was interested to 

support a local charity. 

 
Why?   
The Cheshire Buddies required practical support with their minibus, including servicing, 
when the warranty ended. Plus, the charity was growing and required various business 
support skills. The local business connector was able to match the charity to a business 
seeking to adopt a charity, and as a result it proved to be ‘more than’ just a quick fix, 
practical support, but a holistic and highly impactful match. 
 
Match activities 
The support encompassed a wide variety of skills, far exceeding the charities initial 
expectations from initial practical support with their minibus. The business skill donor also 
provided fund raising financial support too: 
 

• HR support  
o Provide guidance employee contracts with role descriptions.  
o Pay roll, calculate annual leave 
o Bid application writing techniques for a ‘Children in Need’ bid 

 

• Fund raising   
o Charity of the year – fund raising events, for example: quiz night; coffee 

mornings; netball competition; colour run with Crewe FC.  
 

• Servicing, maintenance, MOT for the minibus  
o Saving resources and providing the team piece of mind 

 

• Volunteers at clubs’ sessions 
o CCBS have recruited a long-term volunteer  
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• Developing brand image  
o Logo design 
o Graphic design and artwork for literature and pop-up stands 

 

• Help and advice available from all departments  
an open-door policy to access a wide range of business skills 

 
 

Skill Donors         
“We decided to consider supporting a local charity, as well as the national good causes 
which we had always supported previously. However, through talking to other local 
businesses, I was encouraged to get in touch with Cheshire Connect and we were matched 
with a local charity, rather than a national cause, the Central Cheshire Buddy Scheme. We 
did not look back and, with our own staff fully engaged sharing skills, we also concentrated 
on helping the charity with their annual fundraising target to ensure that they are able to 
continue to offer their various dedicated programs to the local community.”  
Shaun Ellison former owner and MD Kindertons Accident Repair Services 
 

Impact  
These multiple ‘high impact skills’ over several years, (before the Kindertons business was 

sold to new owners), created a positive impact on CCBS helping it to increase efficiency; 

develop its employees and volunteers; implement financial management systems and 

processes.  With the result, robust sustainable foundations to enable the charity reach more 

local people in need in the Crewe and South Cheshire area. 

 

 

  

"It was a great experience working with Kindertons. As a small charity we had grown from 
supporting 10 children to working with over 94 per month, 27 disabled adults, 22 siblings 
and 50 carers as well as employing 9 staff at that time, as you grow so does the workload, 
responsibility, and the knowledge you require. Having the Cheshire Connect business 
connector to help introduce our charity to someone like Kindertons, for example, was a huge 
relief." 
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17. Smile Group - Mentoring 
 
Who? 
Charity: Smile Group - Supporting parents experiencing perinatal mental health challenges  

Skill donor:  Craig Poppleton – Lean Minds Ltd, project management and business adviser 
 
Why?   
The charity Co-founder, Ruth, was keen to develop her business acumen and better 

understand options for managing the overwhelming demand for their services. 

Additionally, during the Covid-19 pandemic the charity management, service delivery teams 

and trustees were working remotely. Ruth identified there was a requirement to create a 

catalyst to bring about stronger collaboration and cohesion. The need for everyone to re-

group, understand the trials and tribulations and bring about a mutually beneficial 

integrated team, to help reinforce the common aims and objectives of the charity, and bring 

about action for the future sustainability for the charity to move forward. 

 
Match activities 
The skill donor offered mentorship and helped Ruth to develop her business management 

skills, sharing methodologies and templates. Plus, facilitated a workshop session with the 

Trustees, management, and staff themed ‘collaboration for the future’. Additionally, the 

skill donor has provided fundraising connections within the local community. 

 

Skill Donors         
‘Smile Group are a wonderful charity; Ruth, the Co-founder and Operational Director, is a 

great person to work with, open, and receptive to taking on board new ideas and fresh 

perspectives. Plus, Ruth is always very appreciative and eager to learn.  I am very pleased to 

see there has been positive outcomes from my skill share support. It makes it all worthwhile 

and I am looking forward to offering additional new skill support in the form of ‘project and 

programme management’, to help with the implementation stages soon.’  

Craig Poppleton   

 
Impact  
The action points from the workshop have been translated into a clear prioritised action 

plan, to help improve internal communications and external service delivery. The charity is 
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developing a fundraising catalogue of services, which can be a tangible way to demonstrate 

how funds will be utilised to deliver services, to encourage more giving.  

One of the connections has been able to offer insights to help the charity form a new 

initiative, which is to extend their services to offer ‘paternal’ perinatal mental health 

support.  This is a new venture and will bridge the current gap in specialist services, for 

men’s mental health support, during challenging times approaching or newly becoming a 

parent. 
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18. The Joshua Tree – Marketing and Communications  
 
Who? 
The Joshua Tree are a charity based in the Northwich area who support children with cancer 

and their families. 

Why?   
The new charity CEO, Richard Driffiel, was in contact with Cheshire Connect and mentioned 

that they were looking for some support around Marketing Communications and Strategy. 

They also needed some support with some HR contractual matters to streamline their 

processes and reduce unnecessary repetition internally. 

 

Skill Donors         
‘It has been very inspiring and humbling to see all of the work and activity that the Joshua Tree 

team, volunteers and families undertake. We know that charities do so much on very limited 

resources, so being able to lend even a small amount of expertise and support feels 

meaningful. Marketing within the charity sector can feel isolated as teams tend to be very 

small. Being able to help by offering up ideas, experience and just be being another marketer 

who can talk the same professional language has been great to get involved with’. 

Amy Raeburn - Senior Marketing Manager – Ecolab 

‘I thoroughly enjoyed working with The Joshua Tree, through Cheshire Connect. The charity is 

very close to my heart as they supported my niece when she was unwell; the work The Joshua 

Tree do to support families is absolutely fantastic. I always want to volunteer my time more 

but sometimes struggle finding what to help with, what I can do and what impact I would 

make. Through Cheshire Connect I was able to share my skills that have been gained during 

my day-to-day work at Ecolab, to support The Joshua Tree with their request. Being able to 

help a local charity in this way was very rewarding and I’m very happy my work was able to 

make a difference. On a personal level, the project helped me gain confidence, developed new 

skills and meet new people.’  

Becci Hammond - Bioquell EBS Training Lead – Ecolab 
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Impact  
The impact that the support from Ecolab has been invaluable to the charity. To have access 

to best practice business support has made a huge difference on a day to day basis to those 

who to ensure the smooth running of the charity with day to day matters. 

 

 

“Having recently started to use Sage Accounts, I was fortunate enough to meet with Jordan 

from Ecolab who proved to have a mass of knowledge to impart. Not only did he assist with 

my initial query, but he also showed me a way of reporting more effectively, meaning that I 

can do more pertinent financial analysis each month – this will really make a difference to 

my role.”  

Richard Driffield – CEO – The Joshua Tree 

 


